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In 2022, The Pharo Foundation launched two agricultural
projects in Jaleelo and Awbarkhadle and mobilised farmers
for training. The Foundation identified a demonstration farm
with water access for each community to serve as a farmer's
teaching centre.

This year, on 10th January, the Foundation held a graduation
ceremony for 38 cooperative farmers from the two areas,
Jaleelo and XumboWayne. The farmers attended four
months of training, covering 11 sessions, focused on good
agronomical practices (GAP), integrated pests management
(IPM), compost preparation and application methods, drip
irrigation installation and maintenance, and cooperative
marketing strategies.

The training led by the Foundation agricultural team was
conducted at the demonstration farm. At the graduation
ceremony, which marked the end of the training, the
Ministry of Agriculture distributed six high-quality seeds to
each of the farmers. The Ministry representatives at the
event included directors from the research and cooperative
departments. The ministry and the Foundation will continue
to support the farmers in setting up their farms.

The Foundation’s Ethiopian farmer training centre also
leverages the combination of its agriculture and education
pillars to change the opportunity path of the local farmers. It
assists them beyond providing inputs and training by
supporting them in their efforts to access the market. In this
effort, The Pharo Foundation goes the extra mile to ensure
that opportunities do not remain opportunities, but instead
change lives.

Guests at the farmers' graduation, including Mohamed Muse 
Elmi, Somaliland Country Representative (centre). 

High-quality seeds for distribution to the farmers.

Somaliland: In a country like Somaliland where agriculture’s contribution to GDP is approximately 15%, vulnerability to
drought has become one of the greatest development challenges that require fresh solutions. These solutions need to cut
across sectors and pillars for greater effectiveness. Amongst the solutions, The Pharo Foundation has developed a
Somaliland Agriculture Production Enhancement Programme (SAPEP), which has four key aims:
• to increase household income
• to improve productivity through intensive livestock and training in good agricultural practices at a demonstration site
• to improve irrigation practices and
• to facilitate access to agricultural inputs through the provision of high-quality seeds of key cash crops and increase

access to output markets.

https://moiid.govsomaliland.org/article/agriculture-1

